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Details of Visit:

Author: Bobin About
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 25 Aug 2012 15.15
Duration of Visit: 30
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Company: Annabellas Escorts
Website: http://ladylouisemk.moonfruit.com
Phone: 07805488163

The Premises:

Yet another flat in the 'Behind Staples' area, this one up a couple of flights of stairs, bedroom fit for
purpose complete with much needed fan 

The Lady:

In two words, a Yummy Mummy...

In a few more, taller and more slender than her profile pix (tho thinking about it, her shoes may
account for the height) Lovely pert breasts, with nicely responsive nipples. Long legs leading to a
squeezable bum and some very well trimmed pubic hair. Pretty and elegant face.

The Story:

Let into the flat by Louise herself, nice first impression of sexy girl in sexy undies!

After financials sorted, some nice open mouthed but toungeless kissing (is this FK rather than
DFK?) and petting to start proceedings whilst still stood up. We quickly undressed each other and
Louise took me in hand whilst I sucked on her lovely nipples.

We moved to the bed for more of the same, with my finger exploring her and my hand enjoying the
feel of pubes for the first time in ages. We moved to 69, which always feels the most sexually
intimate thing to me. We then changed to Louise giving me oral (lazy guy that I am...) whist I
watched - she does wonderful eye contact as well as her other undoubted skills.

Louise's oral was so good that I didn't even think to change to intercourse, so as I could feel the
excitement mounting, I asked if I could come in her mouth, to which she said yes, and carried on till
the inevitable... Have to say Louise does a wonderful CIM finish, she carries on until every drop is
out rather than stopping and spitting at the first spurt as some girls do.

Once cleaned up, we lay on the bed chatting till time up, she has a lovely voice that's a pleasure to
listen to. For any fans of the shaven haven, she did say that the pubes are an occasional thing.

I really enjoyed my time with Louise, who would appear to be a hidden gem in MK, and am very
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surprised that she does not have more FR's. here. 
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